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About the artist:
My practice combines traditional embroidery and textile crafts with contemporary sociopolitical subjects. I create mostly text-based art by hand embroidering into fabric. I also
use other textile processes such as patchwork and applique. My works vary in scale, from
small pieces framed in embroidery hoops, to larger wall hangings and multi-piece
installations which explore complex issues through multiple pieces of text and imagery.
Much of the text I use is appropriated from news headlines, social media and other online
resources. I am interested in how digital culture affects the way society discusses and
interacts with politics.
My artworks document the ever-changing social politics of this period in time. Embroidery
has been used by women for centuries to record details of their lives and the world around
them. I want to carry on this tradition through my work. I have a great interest in historical
embroidery and several of my works incorporate elements from traditional samplers. I
specifically use hand embroidery to reinterpret digital text because its inherent slowness
and permanence provides a complete contrast to the fast-paced and ephemeral online
world.
About the project:
For my Masters Project I have brought together my interests in language, politics and
textiles to create It’s A Riot; a multi-piece textile installation and video. I became fascinated
by the word ‘riot’ and the many different meanings it has within news, politics, pop culture
and everyday language. I found the interpretations of the word which interested me most,
and turned each one into a different artwork. The works mostly feature hand embroidered
text; some on fabric, some on items of clothing and vintage postcards. Other pieces consist
of pictorial embroidery, photographed embroidery, knitted text, fabric collage and found
objects. I then used this series of fifteen objects to form a wall-based installation which
serves as a visual map of the word ‘riot’. I have also created a video of the installation
which combines shots of the work in a gallery setting, and in activated contexts where they
are being worn, held or moved in some way. I hope this will allow online audiences to
experience both the detail and artistry of the works, and the dynamic nature of the subject
matter.

It’s A Riot!

It’s A Riot! is a hand-knitted text artwork in the form of a scarf. It sits at the top of the
installation acting as a ‘title’ for the other works. It is inspired by football scarves which use
horizontal text. This is a reference to the fact that rioting has been historically connected
with football, and unfortunately still is today. I chose to include an exclamation mark
because I want to evoke excitement and energy. All the different interpretations of the word
‘riot’, whether fun and exuberant or dangerous and destructive, are related to high-energy
situations. The colours of orange and black were chosen to as they are starkly contrasting,
and infer a sense of danger. It is made using the intarsia knitting technique.

Musical Riots

Musical Riots is an exploration of how the word ‘riot’ has been used in music in the form of
a ‘battle jacket’; a sleeveless denim jacket covered in fabric patches. Each patch references
a different band, album, song or musical movement which uses the word ‘riot’. I felt it was
important for my installation to contain a work about the word riot in music because it has
had a great cultural impact. The subversive nature of riots has been used by musicians to
engage with politics or to convey a sense of rebellion. The jacket embodies several
elements of different subcultures which have used this. The patches are all different,
reflecting the individual styles of the musicians they reference. They are made with a
combination of fabric painting, hand stitching and machine stitching. They have then been
hand-sewn to the jacket; the larger patches with purposefully noticeable perpendicular
stitching.
Musical references:
“Rebel girl, you are the queen of my world” – lyric from Rebel Girl by Riot Grrrl band Bikini
Kill
White Riot lyrics – song by The Clash
I Predict A Riot – song by the Kaiser Chiefs
Quiet Riot – American heavy metal band
Riot – album by Paramore
Pussy Riot – Russian feminist punk band
Life’s a Riot with Spy vs Spy – album by Billy Bragg
Riots not Diets – slogan used by the Riot Grrrl movement
Riot Grrrl – 1990s feminist movement centred around punk music

Riot™

Riot™ is a small patchwork consisting of 11 hand embroidered sections. On each section is
the word ‘riot’, which has been isolated from a brand logo and rendered in embroidery. It
highlights how the word ‘riot’ has become a popular buzzword in marketing – which is
surprising considering the violent and subversive connotations it still holds for many
people. Why do brands want to use the word riot? Is it because they want to appear radical
or rebellious? Does the use of the word ‘riot’ by swimwear companies and hair dyes
diminish its power as a word associated with violence?
I found the brands I have used by searching through riot-related hashtags on social media.
I was initially researching how the word ‘riot’ is used on social media, and (somewhat
unsurprisingly) found that a lot of content was related to brands using the word ‘riot’. I
became interested in why this word was so popular for marketers, and decided to
appropriate the brand logos to create an artwork. I had already created several square and
rectangular pieces for the installation, therefore I thought it would be interesting if this
piece were an irregular shape
Brand logos:
Riot Games – video game company
Pulp Riot – hair dye brand
Riot Fest – Chicago music festival
Riot Squad – vape liquid brand
Book Riot – podcast about books
RIOT (Running Is Our Therapy) – Indonesian running club
Riot Arts and Crafts – now-defunct Australian craft store chain
Riot Swim – swimwear brand
Riot Society – fashion company
Riotmaker – video production company
Riott Squad – WWE women’s wrestling team

Riot Idioms

Riot Idioms is a series of three vintage postcards, each embroidered with a common
English idiom which includes the word ‘riot’.
‘She’s such a riot’ is embroidered onto a 1920s hand coloured postcard of a woman
reclining in a chair. I chose this card because the subject really looks as if she is enjoying
herself. She is wearing a short dress, which were embraced by the flappers (who
originated the phrase) but seen as scandalous in many parts of society. Rarely for the time,
she is smiling at the camera. The piece of fabric draped above her provides the back
ground for the text, which is embroidered in lilac thread using chain stitch. I have used a
slanting italic font, inspired by those used in 1920s advertisements.
‘A riot of colour’ is embroidered onto a 1960s colour postcard of the Abbey Gardens in
Torquay. I used a postcard of a garden because the phrase is often applied to beds of
colourful flowers. The text is embroidered in cross stitch with pink thread. It references
domestic embroidery, which shares the same associations of being ‘kitsch’ or ‘twee’ as
floral postcards.
‘Running riot’ is embroidered onto an Edwardian black and white postcard of a boy and a
man running around a football field. It was chosen to be ironic – the people are literally
running but their formal attire definitely does not suggest a riot. The text is embroidered in
backstitch with red thread. It is in capital letters and deliberately slanted and uneven. I
wanted it to look as if it had been written spontaneously

A Woman’s Place Is In The Riot
This object is a framed photograph of my 2017 work A Woman’s Place. It consists of crossstitched text reading ‘a woman’s place is in the riot’ and a house motif stitched into linen,
framed in a wooden embroidery hoop. This was one of the first embroidered artworks I
ever made, and sparked my interest in use of the word ‘riot’. The slightly battered frame is
intended to make it feel almost like an old family photo; a reference to my own previous
work. The inclusion of this photo is not simply to reference inspiration from my own
practice, but also to address a common use of the word riot; within feminist activism. The
hoop was inspired by a sign I saw at the 2017 Women’s March. This is typical of ‘riot’s use in
feminist spaces. It is used to empower and signify rebellion and fighting back against the
system. It is also very common for it to be contrasted with typically ‘dainty’ or ‘cutesy’
aesthetics such as embroidery, flowers, pastel colours etc.

Let’s Be Clear
After the Black Lives Matter protests in America erupted into riots in some cities last
summer, feminist author Rebecca Solnit wrote an article for the Guardian entitled “As the
George Floyd riots continue, let’s be clear where the violence is coming from”. In it she
draws attention to the violence used by police against protesters. The comments left under
this article on social media, however, showed that public opinion on who is to blame for
violence in riots is anything but clear. It seemed to me to be a snapshot of the polarised
views that were raging in the news at the time. Some clearly agree with Solnit that the
police should be blamed for their involvement; others believe it is only the fault of the
protestors, who should be criminalised. Since then there have also been riots in the UK
over the controversial new policing bill, and exactly the same arguments have been
debated once again.

Let’s Be Clear features comments I collected from the article hand embroidered onto a
banner. Part of the original headline - let’s be clear where the violence is coming from –
appears as larger text in the centre of the piece, surrounded by the comments. The
headline is created from red fabric fused to the white cotton background, with the smaller
text embroidered in blue thread around it. The contrast in both colour and font of the two
pieces of text distinguishes them as headline and comments. The colour choice abstractly
references the flags of both the US and UK. This work represents a discussion around the
word ‘riot’ that is extremely pertinent in the current political climate – is a riot a group of
people causing harm, a group of people who have been harmed, or both?

Google Search for Rioters

Google Search for Rioters is a small, simple work attempting to illustrate a big concept; the
idea that the way the media talks about riots impacts the way society reacts to them. It is a
fused fabric collage showing a hand holding a smartphone. On the screen is handembroidered text; a search bar containing the word ‘rioters’ followed by a list of words
isolated from news headlines that I found when searching for this word on Google. It gives
an idea of the impression that the media creates about those involved in riots. ‘Violence’,
‘yobs’ and ‘chaos’ were taken from headlines about an apparently non-political violent event
in Wales, and are unsurprisingly negative. There are also more confusing descriptions such
as ‘victims’, ‘tourists’ and ‘cancel culture’. Many of these words were taken from headlines
about the storming of the Capitol in January either from or about right-wing sources. This
shows how different media reporting can be depending on the circumstances of events,
who is involved, and who is reporting. Placing these isolated words together gives a
snapshot of what the general public might hear about rioters. Situating them on a phone
screen with the hand suggesting first-person perspective invites the viewer to question
what words they hear used to describe riots, and how this affects the opinions they form
about them.
This piece was made using pieces of reclaimed poly-cotton fabric put together with heatfusible adhesive. The text is embroidered into the ‘screen’ of the phone in a sans-serif font
similar to the one used by Google. The design is minimalistic with a clashing colour palette
inspired by Michael Craig-Martin’s paintings. I hope it will encourage viewers to think for
themselves about how the media reports on riots and how this affects public reaction to
them.

Identity Riots

Identity Riots is a series of three small fabric flags, which each represent a movement for
social equality, embroidered with an image of a riot which took place as part of that
movement in the UK or US. Often rioting is associated with the fight for racial equality (as I
have explored in other artworks), but not with other activist causes. However, it has played
a part in struggles for the rights of the working class, women and LGBTQIA+ people. These
flags each highlight one riot which has often been overlooked or misinterpreted today.
The Peterloo Massacre took place in 1819 when armed cavalry paid for by wealthy locals
charged into a crowd of thousands of protestors in Manchester. The protest was against
voting rights only being awarded to rich upper-class men, and lack of political
representation for working class areas. 18 people were killed and hundreds were injured.
Class inequality is often thought of as a catalyst for riots, particularly in history. However,
the Peterloo Massacre is rarely taught in schools, despite being a major turning point in
British politics. This means it is not that widely remembered, even though its impact
affected the voting rights we consider vital to society today. The flag is a recreation of the
only known surviving banner from the riot. It reads ‘liberty and fraternity’ in gold painted
text on a dark blue background. The image is a line drawing of a famous illustration of the
massacre shortly after the event. It shows the brutality of the cavalry, who are shown
swinging their sabres into the air while their horses trample people underfoot. I decided to
use white thread to contrast with the background.

Black Friday was a riot between suffragettes and police which occurred outside parliament
in 1910. There is a tendency today to paint the suffragettes as ‘feminist heroes’ without
acknowledgement of their militant tactics. Likewise it is also widely overlooked that the
police used sexual assault as a weapon against the protesting women. To represent this
event I have used the recognisable purple, white and green flag of the WSPU combined with
a drawing traced from a photograph of Black Friday. The original image is incredible,
showing a short but defiant suffragette in full hat and long coat struggling with a tall police
officer. There is a crowd of other policemen behind them, and to the right a boy looks on,
seeming oblivious to violence happening around him. I first saw this image in the Museum
of London at an exhibition about the suffragettes a few years ago. It immediately sprang to
mind as the one I wanted to embroider. The line drawing is backstitched in black thread to
stand out against the flag colours.
The Stonewall Riots took place over 6 days in 1969 after police raided a gay bar in New
York. The anniversary events held after the riots formed the first pride parades. The
celebratory nature of these events sometimes means that the violent clashes which
started many efforts for LGBTQIA+ equality get glossed over. For the flag I chose Gilbert
Baker’s original 8-colour rainbow design. There was no specific flag for LGBTQIA+ equality
at the time of the Stonewall riots, so I decided to research different iterations of the now
synonymous rainbow flag. I had not seen the original pride flag before my research, and
was interested in the idea that each colour had a different meaning. The only reason I could
find for its decline in use was lack of access to fabric, so I thought it deserved a revival. The
image is traced from a photograph of rioters throwing objects at police outside the
Stonewall Inn. This photograph appealed to me because it captures the spontaneous anger
of the protestors.
Original images:
Illustration of the Peterloo Massacre published by Richard Carlile in 1819
Photograph of Black Friday from Barratt’s Photo Press Ltd. 1910
Photograph of the Stonewall Riots, photographer unknown 1969

Balaclavas
The two balaclavas are made from recycled clothing and placed on stuffed fabric head
forms. The pink one with the pom-pom is reminiscent of those worn by the Russian punk
band Pussy Riot, who were famously jailed after protesting against Vladimir Putin. The
black balaclava references the ‘black bloc’ clothing worn by many modern protest groups,
and is thereby often associated with rioting. I included them to give a more human shape to
the clothing-based artworks. I also enjoyed the slightly surreal effect of placing a forwardfacing head above a backward-facing torso.

The Riot Act

The Riot Act is a black hoodie embroidered with text from the original Riot Act of 1714 in
white thread. The act was a piece of law which had to be read out to groups believed to be
rioting to order them to disperse. The fear caused by the riot act came not from the act of
reading itself, but that those who disobeyed could be imprisoned or even put to death. This
archaic law has imprinted itself on British society, giving us the modern metaphor used to
describe a strict warning. The idea of reading out a passage of text in the name of God and
the King seems alien when compared to modern riot responses. This led me to consider
how we think about riots in the past vs riots in the modern day. The act of protesting or
rioting is ancient, and I wanted to find a way to contrast old and new assumptions about
rioters in a single artwork.
The text evokes the image of 18th century rioters; a hoard of angry peasants, ruled by
religion and monarchy, who would hear the Riot Act read out by a rich local authority. The
lettering is in a font which is close to the elaborate gothic font used on the original printed
version of the Riot Act. I chose white thread so the text would stand out sharply against the
black fabric.
The black hoodie represents modern riots and protests. It is a clothing item often used to
stereotype young people and people of colour. It can also be used deliberately by
protesters such as the ‘black bloc’ clothing worn by Antifa and other protest groups. During
the Black Lives Matter protests in 2020, images of people in hoodies being tear gassed and

shot at by police were plastered all over the news. It felt like a poignant symbol with which
to juxtapose the Riot Act text.

The Installation

It’s A Riot (installation) features all fifteen objects together in a wall-based composition. It
is a visual map of the many meanings and interpretations of ‘riot’. When creating the layout,
I decided to treat the series of works as if they were a collection of museum artefacts. I
positioned them in a vaguely symmetrical composition, grouping together artworks by their
‘positive’, ’negative’ or ‘neutral’ subject matter. The works on the left focus on the more
frivolous and exciting interpretations, while those on the right are about destructive and
violent events. The scarf acts as a title at the top of the installation, and the largest work
featuring the most information sits at the centre. Juxtaposing these works invites the
audience to consider the vast number of meanings we can bestow on a single word – and
maybe to rethink how they use the word ‘riot’ themselves.

The Video

It’s A Riot (video) is the culmination of my final Masters Project; a video which showcases
the installation I have created and each individual artwork within it. It combines footage of
the artworks installed on a wall and in activated contexts such as being worn, held or
moved around. It is 2:57 mins long and uses footage taken by myself and by filming
company Copper Crayon, and music by Dominic Neville.
The video begins with its title spelt out with individual words from different artworks, and a
title card which reads “an artwork by Sophie Neville”. It then zooms in on an image of the
full installation. Following this are shots of each individual artwork; static views of them on
the wall and moving shots filmed from the perspective of a viewer walking past. There are
also ‘action shots’ of some artworks. A person waves It’s A Riot! aloft, and runs towards
and walks away from the camera with it. Musical Riots is worn by someone jumping around
while listening to music as if at a concert, despite being alone in a field. Let’s Be Clear is
waved in the wind, reminiscent of a protest banner. The Riot Act is worn by someone with
their hands on a brick wall, running down an alley, and reading from a parchment which
contains the same text embroidered on the hoodie. The video concludes with shots of the
full installation and the credits card
The video shows both the full installation and the individual artworks in great detail. It
provides views of the works that would not be seen by audiences viewing the installation in
a gallery, giving them further context. The music enhances the experience by reflecting the
‘riotous’ subject matter. I hope it will portray to audiences the detail of the handcrafted
artworks as well as the many meanings and interpretations of the word ‘riot’ which they
explore.

